2020
rd
3 Quarter Review –
Where do you stand?

AND Pre-Prepping
for 2021

Start with
checking
your

Mindset

´ Are you willing to look, see, and
tell the truth (without thoughts,
feelings or emotions) on the first
few pages… and THEN let them go
wild on the rest of this?
´ Are you open to seeing what you
need to see, even if it takes a
long time to see it? Are you
willing to take the time?
´ Most importantly… are you aware?
FULLY AWAKE? Paying attention?
Present? Truthful? FOCUSED?

Step
One

How many closings
have closed by Sept
30th?
_____________

How many pendings
do you have that will
close this year?
_______

Gross Income this
year:
$________

Gross Income from
Pendings above
$________

What % of your Annual goal is represented
above by #’s and Income?

Step
One
Example

How many closings
have closed by Sept
30th?
____27_____

How many pendings
do you have will that
close this year?
__4__

Gross Income this
year:
$_230,989___

Gross Income from
Pendings above
$_28,020__

What % of your Annual goal is represented
above by #’s and Income?
27+4 = 31 which is 75% of goal of 44
$231K plus 58K = $259K which is 86.3% of
a goal of $300,000

Do your numbers right
now – Take 5 minutes.
Does anyone want to have
us help you with the
numbers live?
(I will go back to the page)

Step
Two

Top 3 Sources of Closed, Pending
or Listings Business so far:
1.
2.
3.
What did you do…. or not do…
that got in the way of even
BETTER results? Be specific:

What 3 things worked BEST for
you this year so far?
1.
2.
3.

Look at your Most Likely
NEW pendings possible:

Step
Three

How many salable listings do you have
now?
How many Hot Seller Leads that will
list by November 15th do you have?
How many Hot Buyer Leads that will
buy by November 15th do you have?
Add those up and add to your
closed and pendings from Step 1.

Look at your Most Likely
NEW pendings possible:

Step
Three
Example

How many salable listings do you have now? -7

How many Hot Seller Leads that will list by
November 15th do you have? -4
How many Hot Buyer Leads that will buy by
November 15th do you have?- 3
Add those up and add to your closed and
pendings from Step 1.
- 31 plus 7 plus 4 plus 3 = 45

Do you have enough to meet
your goal already identified?

Step
Four

´ If so, your #1 job is to close on those listings and
leads.
´ If you are ahead… is it time to raise your goal?
´ If you are ahead… is it time to take some time
off?
´ If you are behind… what can you do to make it
up over the next 6 weeks?
´ If you are behind… is it time to re-set a realistic
goal?

Time to put your Imagination to Work.
If you can’t imagine it, it’s highly unlikely to
occur.
Use this formula:

Step
Five

Imagination + Intention + Expectation
+ Desire + Commitment =
A TRUTHFUL Decision about
what you truly want |DECIDE

De-Cide is Defined as: “To separate
and kill off all other options.”

Then add FAITH

Next : Create Authentic Actions
Small sweet steps that lead to the
Manifestation of your Imagination. What
did you decide? List those actions that
come from your decision & put them in
your calendar.
The last piece of the formula is faith in
your plan. If you don’t believe in it, it
doesn’t have power. Do the work to
create the decision and the actions.
Then have faith. Give thought to how to
create that faith and keep it alive!

REMEMBER:
Imagination + Intention + Expectation + Desire + Commitment =
A TRUTHFUL Decision about what you truly want…along with Faith
Means you cannot fail.

What did you IMAGINE?
Are you willing to set a truthful INTENTION
to get there?
Do you have the DESIRE it will take to keep
the COMMITMENT strong?
Do you truly EXPECT to do it & will hold
Faith?

On Dec. 31 THIS YEAR, what do you
want to look back at as your proudest
accomplishment?

BONUS
Questions to
answer after
we close
today. Email
the answers
to your
Coach

How many pendings would you like to
see going into January 2021?

How much BETTER do you expect 2021
to be over this crazy year?

What are you willing to do differently in
2021 that you could be PRACTICING
the 4th Quarter of this year? Starting
TOMORROW?

“Path forward
There is a way through. There is a path forward.
You may have to turn around and back up for a while. You
may have to admit your assumptions were wrong.
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Yet as you keep going, as you persist in doing what must be
done, the progress will come. Your effectiveness increases,
and your momentum grows.
The achievement will be more difficult than you thought it
would be. And that makes it even more valuable than you
first imagined.
Every twist and turn, every effort, every setback, every
small victory, will add to that value. Working your way
forward, you'll discover and develop new capabilities, new
strength, new confidence.
Open yourself fully to the real and present possibility of
success. And push yourself positively, constantly, to make it
happen. ”
-- Ralph Marston
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How can we support you
MORE in the 4th Quarter?

´Talk with your Coach
about it over the next 10
days!

